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New Features

1.2.0

Move of Test Vlass Manager to Hamilton alias archive-test
Changes to streamline vlass deployment
Refactoring of Vlass Manager code to allow for multiple epochs
Correction of Vlass Manager to allow for correct use of user selected of prerequisite versions

1.2.1

Official release of new Vlass Manager UI, includes various improvements see ticket list below.
Update tiles for epoch 2 progress
improved logging for imaging jobs
ability to create duplicate products with differing schedblocks
clean up of previously hidden manager errors 
misc. service layer changes to support new ui

1.2.2

Vlass Manager UI improvements including pagination, column sorting, logout capability, and search filter improvements
Removal of old AngularJS UI code from Vlass Manger code base
Improved execution time for updateTileSummary which was causing the UI to timeout and throw bogus error messages
Fixed a bug in the VLASS2.1 cache permissions
fixed a bug in Dynamic Update Summary that caused it to crash when attempting to access epoch 2 information

Known Issues

Release 1.2.0 - 2020.05.14

Epic

[ ] - Support VLASS: Address Issues with Epochs & TilesSSA-5970

Engineering Task

[ ] - Implement & Test Vlass Manager Epoch FixesSSA-5972
[ ] - Move 'Test' Manager from Wirth to HamiltonSSA-6117
[ ] - 'Development' Deployment for Vlass SystemSSA-6123
[ ] - Add test tiles to VLASS dbSSA-6299

Bug

[ ] - Correct the selection of prerequisite versions during job creation. SSA-4615

https://open-jira.nrao.edu/browse/SSA-5970
https://open-jira.nrao.edu/browse/SSA-5972
https://open-jira.nrao.edu/browse/SSA-6117
https://open-jira.nrao.edu/browse/SSA-6123
https://open-jira.nrao.edu/browse/SSA-6299
https://open-jira.nrao.edu/browse/SSA-4615


[ ] - VLASS manager can't find nested QA_accepted executionSSA-6210
[ ] - archive-test VLASS Manager weblog links should point to vlass_testSSA-6307

Release 1.2.1 - 2020.06.30

Engineering Task

[ ] - CAS Issues with VlassMngr for new UISSA-6345

Feature

[ ] - VlassMngr UI improvementsSSA-5317
[ ] - show history of Jobs and ExecutionsSSA-6009
[ ] - Change order of "versions" in VLASS Manager dropdown menusSSA-6028
[ ] - VlassMngr UI 1.2.1SSA-6338
[ ] - Log parent calibration of VLASS image productSSA-6349
[ ] - VLASS Manager Tiles tab: update status for Epoch 2SSA-6408

Bug

[ ] - Cannot create duplicate products in archive-test with VlassMngr 1.2.1SSA-6416
[ ] - VlassMngr 1.2.1 reports that Job creation fails... but it actually succeeds.SSA-6440

Sub-Task

[ ] - selection on status doesn't work for quicklook images in QA tabSSA-4662
[ ] - Result range in pagination is off - part 1SSA-6007
[ ] - Jobs tab could have Status selection the way QA tab doesSSA-6012
[ ] - The forward and backward buttons do not work when trying to navigate through paginated tabs.SSA-6013
[ ] - label executions that have running for longer than a weekSSA-6015
[ ] - Human-readable dates in SchedblockSSA-6017
[ ] - improve feedback on Generate ProductsSSA-6018

Release 1.2.2 - 2020.09.08

Epic

[ ] - VlassMngr UI improvementsSSA-6438

Engineering Task

[ ] - Remove AngularJS UI code from Vlass ManagerSSA-6436
[ ] - Update service layer to support 6008, 6010, 6011, and 6016SSA-6441
[ ] - Rewrite updateTileSummary to improve execution timeSSA-6510

Feature

[ ] - Add record count to all tabsSSA-6008
[ ] - detect ids and only return that on search (rather than pattern)SSA-6010
[ ] - Add Epoch filters to Jobs and Executions tabsSSA-6011
[ ] - add a logout buttonSSA-6014
[ ] - make columns sortableSSA-6016
[ ] - Job to Product historical links should key off ID and not nameSSA-6444
[ ] - Result range in pagination is off - part 2SSA-6468
[ ] - Result range in pagination is off - part 3SSA-6470
[ ] - VlassMngr production/test version text in browser tabsSSA-6493

Bug

[ ] - Dynamic Summary Page does not appear to report correctlySSA-6507
[ ] - Quicklook cache for VLASS2.1 and sub-directories for tiles has wrong permissionsSSA-6508
[ ] - Unable to view previous executions of a job in VlassMngrSSA-6574
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